CASE STUDY: TMP WORLDWIDE

Mobile Scavenger Hunt
Challenge
TMP Worldwide is constantly researching and developing methods to help our clients reach their target
audiences in new and innovative ways. Putting these methods into practice for ourselves is important as
well, as it allows us to “live the brand,” and practice what we preach to our clients every day.
According to CTIA - The Wireless Association, as of December 2009 there were more than 285,610,000
mobile device subscriptions in the United States (keep in mind that some of us have more than one phone,
iPad, or other such device). In an article in the Los Angeles Times from March 25, 2010, it was revealed
that “Americans used more than 1.1 trillion minutes in the last half of 2009.” It was further stated that
“consumers sent almost five billion text messages per day in the last half of 2009.” Of course, with the
introduction of smartphones and iPads, wireless data usage continues to rise at astronomical levels.
Against this backdrop of ever-expanding mobile usage that, TMP Worldwide chose to create a mobile
experience at the National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE) 2010 Conference. The
challenge with tradeshows typically is that they can be boring, traffic tends to be poor, and when people do
come to your booth, they aren’t all that engaged. We believe that at these shows, there’s a lot of “telling,”
but not much “showing.”
So at the NACE event, TMP wanted to be able to “show” rather than “tell” our clients, prospects and friends how
powerful mobile can be as an engagement tool at an event, a career fair, or even as a component of an overall
strategy.

Solution
To achieve this, TMP developed a mobile scavenger hunt called “THE GAM3” that was designed to engage
conference attendees not just in the exhibit hall, but more importantly, out in the halls, in the breakout sessions, and
during networking events. THE GAM3 leveraged mobile phones and Quick Response (QR) codes to drive the
attendees to eight different locations within the exhibit hall based upon their ability to answer various trivia questions.

Promotion
To succeed, THE GAM3 needed to grab the attendees’
attention, engage them and give them a reason to
compete. To do this, THE GAM3 was initially introduced
via Twitter and Facebook with posts that said “Get in THE
GAM3 at NACE” or “Win an iPad in THE GAM3 at NACE.”

We chose to provide very little detail to create an aura of
mystery around the event. During the week preceding the
NACE conference, nearly 150 different messages were posted
on Twitter using appropriate hashtags (#THEGAM3 and The
message was retweeted by attendees and well-known industry
experts as the event neared. As the message circulated, the
excitement and momentum built to the point where conferencegoers couldn’t wait to start playing.
The final pre-conference message via Twitter read, “#NACE10
tweeps - #THEGAM3 is afoot! Find me or one of the other
TMPers to Get in THE GAM3!”

Tactics
Once the conference was underway, it was clear that the social media promotion had succeeded in piquing
conference-goers’ curiosity. As soon as the doors opened, there were many people eager to “get in the
GAM3!” First, the GAM3 players were given an SMS link to download the QR reader to their phone. With
that complete, they were able to begin the scavenger hunt by scanning QR codes on various promotional
materials (detailed below). The QR codes would bring up a quiz question, and if the correct answer was
selected, the person would receive a clue to find the next QR code. Clues were hidden throughout the
exhibit hall in TMP partners’ booths, encouraging traffic in those areas as well.
The GAM3 was so engaging because it brought out the competitive spirit in participants and made the
conference experience fun instead of tedious.
Read on for the details on the materials, the prize, the booth traffic, and the reverberations felt after the GAM3 was
over and the prize had been presented.

Materials
To engage conference attendees we chose to “atomize” THE GAM3 by creating handshake cards, posters,
stickers, and other visual elements that all contained different QR codes that led to videos, photo sharing
sites, THE GAM3’s Ning community, Facebook, YouTube and other sites. These elements appeared
throughout the conference hotel, not just in the exhibit hall, thus extending the reach of THE GAM3 beyond
the expected area.

QR codes from collateral
materials sent participants
to Ning and Facebook,
YouTube and other sites.

Prize
Finally, to give attendees a compelling reason to compete, we offered an iPad as the prize for winning THE
GAM3. By leveraging the existing hype around the recently launched device, we were able to engage a
much larger portion of the audience.

Results
Booth Traffic
THE GAM3 was hugely successful, not only in driving traffic within the exhibit hall, but more importantly, as
a live proof-of-concept for clients and prospects alike. The hype and buzz generated by THE GAM3, in
addition to the engagement shown by the attendees, proved that mobile is an incredibly powerful way to
communicate with and engage an audience whether at a conference, career fair, campus event or as a part
of the overarching recruitment strategy.

TMP and partner booth traffic eclipsed other vendors.

Even during breaks, participants at the
conference were busy with The GAM3.

Reverberations
With this exercise, TMP was able to “SHOW” people the power and potential of utilizing mobile solutions
instead of just “TELLING” them. By first creating suspense, then engaging our audience in an active way,
we created a buzz that took on a life of its own. The GAM3 could be compared to a drop landing on a pond
– the ripple effect in the social community extended outward in waves. What began with TMP promoting its
own event turned into retweets by clients, prospects and even industry analysts. For example, a retweet of
the upcoming GAM3 from Steven Rothberg, well-known college recruiting industry expert and blogger,
allowed the original tweet to reach his 53,000+ followers.
And the hype didn’t end when the scavenger hunt did. The GAM3 continued to be talked about on social
media, including a blog posting by Steven Rothberg, deeming the GAM3 a “Great Success.” There was
even a Google Alert focusing on the GAM3 and its success. There was a great deal of retweeting around
the college recruiting community, and resulted in many companies reaching out to TMP to learn more
about what we did and how they could utilize mobile technology for their recruitment strategies.

The results that TMP was able to garner from this initiative were incredible, and now we are excited to
share this technology with our clients. Mobile advertising and social media are here to stay, and we can
help you to harness their power – no matter what your challenge may be – to create an even bigger buzz!

